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shapes and colors, they are still important in the applications such
as navigation, surveillance, video classification, or analysis of
sporting events [3]. Due to the presence of both graphics and
scene texts in the same video frame, developing a general method
which can detect both the two types of texts with a good accuracy
in terms of detection rate and recognition rate has become an
urgent but challenging task. Besides, it is noted from the above
definition of graphics text and scene text that these two types
share different characteristics to represent text information.

AbstractAchieving good accuracy for text detection and
recognition is a challenging and interesting problem in the field
of video document analysis because of the presences of both
graphics text that has good clarity and scene text that is
unpredictable in video frames. Therefore, in this paper, we
present a novel method for classifying graphics texts and scene
texts by exploiting temporal information and finding the
relationship between them in video. The method proposes an
iterative procedure to identify Probable Graphics Text
Candidates (PGTC) and Probable Scene Text Candidates (PSTC)
in video based on the fact that graphics texts in general do not
have large movements especially compared to scene texts which
are usually embedded on background. In addition to PGTC and
PSTC, the iterative process automatically identifies the number
of video frames with the help of a converging criterion. The
method further explores the symmetry between intra and inter
character components to identify graphics text candidates and
scene text candidates. Boundary growing method is employed to
restore the complete text line. For each segmented text line, we
finally introduce Eigen value analysis to classify graphics and
scene text lines based on the distribution of respective Eigen
values. Experimental results with the existing methods show that
the proposed method is effective and useful to improve the
accuracy of text detection and recognition.

Current video text detection approaches can be classified into
two categories. One category is detecting text regions in
individual frames independently. The other category is utilizing
the temporality of the video sequences [2]. The first category can
be further divided into three kinds: connected component based
methods [4], which may have difficulties when texts are
embedded in a complex background or potentially touch other
scene objects, texture-analysis-based methods [5], which can be
very sensitive to font sizes or styles, and accurate boundaries of
text areas are hard to find, and gradient-edge based methods [6],
which are sensitive to background and thus in general produce
more false positives. Most related previous work has focused on
the extraction of graphics texts but not both graphics and scene
texts simultaneously. To address this issue, several methods have
been proposed in the past years [6, 7]. Although the methods
solve the problems such as multi-orientations and curved scene
text detection, the accuracy of text detection and recognition is
still not consistent when the dataset changes due to the
unpredictable characteristics of scene texts in video. Therefore,
this work aims to achieve a good accuracy of video text detection
by first separating graphics and scene texts from video frames,
and then respectively selecting appropriate processing strategies
for the two types of video texts. This is inspired by the work
proposed in [8] for the identification of both handwritten and
machine printed texts in document images to improve the
recognition rate. It is shown that the identification of handwritten
and machine printed before recognition in general improves the
recognition rate. In addition, it is also shown in [9] that by
proposing two dynamic thresholds to classify the low contrast and
the high contrast individual frames before applying text detection
methods, the accuracy of text detection can be improved
compared to the methods without classification.
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I.

Introduction

Text detection and recognition is a topic of great interest to
many systems such as Google Street View and iTowns, which
have generated a huge amount of daily life images and videos [1].
Further, text detection and recognition in videos is often used for
video information indexing and retrieval, since text can provide a
concise and direct description of the objects or stories presented
in videos, especially in news or sport videos. It is helpful for
people to get more information about the video [2]. Therefore, in
content-based information retrieval, video text detection and
recognition has attracted much attention of many researchers. At
high level, text in digital video can be divided into two types,
namely, graphics text and scene text. Graphics texts are
artificially added to video frames to supplement visual or audio
content. Scene texts, on the other hand, appear within natural
scenes and are directly captured by a camera. Examples of scene
texts include street signs, billboards, texts on truck, and the
writing on shirts. Since graphics texts are purposefully added,
they are often more structured and closely related to the subject
than scene texts. In some domains such as sports and map
navigation systems, however, scene texts can be used to uniquely
identify objects. Though scene texts are difficult to detect and
extract due to their virtually unlimited range of poses, sizes,
1051-4651/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
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Text detection and recognition by integrating temporal
information has been proposed by many methods [10-14] in the
literature based on the fact that caption texts in general stay at the
same position for a few seconds for human reading. A few
methods detect dynamic caption texts in video by proposing
spatio-temporal information. However, most of the methods
exploit temporal information for improving the contrast of text,
and it is noted that their focus is on detecting either graphics texts
or scene texts but not detecting both of them. Besides, there is no
proper criterion proposed in the existing methods to adaptively
select the number of video frames for either text detection or text
recognition. Instead, the methods use a fixed number of frames or
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all the 30 frames per second. It is true that the fixed number of
frames may affect the performance of the method because the
contrast, resolution etc. in heterogeneous videos may vary as
stated in [10]. Bouaziz et al. [13]. proposed a similarity criterion
to find text appearance based on frame differences. However, the
similarity criterion requires a threshold to identify the sudden
difference. Therefore, it may not work for different types of
videos. In addition, the focus of the method is only on graphics
text detection but not scene text detection. Similarly, Huang et al.
[14] proposed a method for text detection by using temporal
information, edge density and texture information. These features
are sensitive to background. Hence, in this work, we explore
temporal information together with the intra and inter symmetries
of character components to identify the potential graphics and
scene text candidates. Boundary growing is used to restore the
complete text line of each potential text candidate. Eigen value
analysis over text lines is finally explored to classify graphics
texts and scene texts in video frames. This idea works based on
the fact that graphics texts in general do not have large
movements compared to scene texts (background), in order to be
readable.

II.

The frame sequence
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed classification method

The Proposed Method

For a video sequence, the method first performs an iterative
process on successive frames. In this work, we consider video in
which text appearance in the first frame since the input for this
work is video containing text. We hypothesize graphics texts stay
almost at the same location for a few seconds in several frames
and do not have large movements compared to the background
containing scene texts. Therefore, we can expect a low deviation
for graphics text pixels and a high deviation for the background
which potentially contains scene texts. Since it is a two-class
problem, we apply k-means clustering with k=2 to classify the
low deviation cluster and the high deviation cluster. The cluster
which gives a low deviation is considered as the Probable
Graphics Text Candidates (PGTC) cluster and the other is
considered as the Probable Scene Text Candidates (PSTC) cluster.
The condition based on the number of edges components in the
PSTC cluster is defined to stop the iterative process as a
converging criterion (this will be discussed in sub-section). For
the edge components in the two clusters, we estimate stroke width
[15] to extract the intra and inter symmetries of character
components as stated in [16], which proposes such symmetry
features for scene text detection in natural scene images, for
distinguishing potential graphics texts and scene texts. Next, the
boundary growing method as described in [6] is proposed to
restore the missing text information from the potential text
candidates by referring the Sobel edge image of the input frame.
This results in text line segmentation. For each segmented text
region, we introduce Eigen value analysis to study the distribution
of Eigen values for classifying graphics and scene text lines. As
motivated from the work presented in [17] for text detection using
Eigen value analysis in which it is observed that Eigen values
help in sharpening the edges of graphics texts, we consider scene
texts can also be enhanced due to their background variations and
non-uniform colors. Since graphics text has uniform color values
with the plain background, the number of the pixels with either
low or high Eigen values is less compared to other Eigen values.
On the other hand, scene texts can have any background with
color due to their unpredictable background variations.
The logical flow of the method can be seen in Fig. 1, where
PTC denotes potential text candidates of both PGTC and PSTC
clusters.
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A. Iterative Process to Identify Probable Text Candidates
L         2(a).
Here n is rate of frames per second. The method initially
considers the first two consecutive frames, say t and t+1 as shown
in Fig. 2(b) for iteration. Each frame is divided into equally sized
grids of 8×8 pixels. The Euclidean distance for each grid is
computed using the intensity values of both the two frames. Then
the distances are compared to find the deviations between the two
frames. Next, we propose to use k-means clustering algorithm
with k=2 to obtain PGTC cluster-1 and PSTC cluster-1 as shown
in Fig. 2(c), where we can see that a few non-graphics text
components are classified into PSTC cluster-1, and PGTC cluster1 contains both graphics and non-graphics text components. We
thereby count the numbers of the edge components in PGTC
cluster-1 and PSTC clusters-1 for this iteration, say TC and NC,
respectively. Next, for the second iteration, we restore the gray
patches which correspond to the edges in PGTC cluster-1 (the left
one in Fig. 2(c)) from the input frame as shown in Fig. 2(d) and it
is considered for deviation estimation with the t+2 frame, namely,
the deviation is estimated between only the gray patches in PGTC
cluster-1 and the corresponding gray patches in the t+2 frame. We
can see from Fig. 2(d) that the black patches in PGTC cluster-1
have been successively removed as non-graphics text components.
In the second iteration, PGTC cluster-1 is considered as the input
of k-means clustering, the two results of which are respectively
subtracted by PGTC cluster-1 as PGTC cluster-2 and added into
PSTC cluster-1 as PSTC cluster-2. The results of k-means
clustering after the second iteration can be seen in Fig. 2(e). In the
same way, the number of non-graphics text components is
decreasing in PGTC cluster-2 compared to PGTC cluster-1. As a
result, the counts TC and NC in the PGTC cluster and the PSTC
cluster decreases and increases, respectively.
This iterative process continues until a condition is reached
such that that the number of component (NC) in the PSTC cluster
decreases, or stays constant as the number of iterations increases.
This is valid because as iteration increases, in the PGTC cluster,
the number of non-graphic text components that will be classified
into the PSTC cluster correspondingly increases. Namely, only
graphics text components are finally left in the PGTC cluster after
iterations. At the some point, after classifying most non-graphics
text components from the PGTC cluster into the PSTC cluster, the
count of classifying new non-graphics text components in the
next iteration either decreases or remains constant as there are no
more non-graphics text components existing in the PGTC cluster.
This can be seen in Fig. 2(f) where the final PGTC cluster
contains only graphics text information and the final PSTC cluster
contains few non-graphics text components after 18 iterations. To
extract this observation, we draw the graph on the number of the
non-graphics text components in the PSTC cluster for each
iteration as shown in Fig. 3. One can see from Fig. 3 that the
number of non-graphics text components in PSTC remains
constant after 18 iterations. Therefore, the iterative number at
which the number of edge components in PSTC remains constant

is considered as the converging criterion to stop the iterative
process. If graphics text disappears after few frames, iterative
process terminates quickly with two cluster results. Thus, we can
conclude that this iterative process respectively gives graphics
candidates in the final PGTC cluster and scene text candidates by
the final PSTC cluster after iterations. In addition, this converging
criterion overcomes the problem of choosing a fixed number of
video frames for processing further as the existing methods [1014]. This is actually the advantage and the contribution of this
step.
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Fig. 3. The number of iterations vs the number of edge components in
the PSTC cluster

B. Text Line Segmentation based on Symmetry and Boundary
Growing
Fig. 2 shows that the iterative process outputs graphics text
candidates by the final PGTC and scene text candidates by the
final PSTC after each iteration. To further identify potential text
candidates from the probable text candidates, we propose to
explore the stroke width distance as presented in [15] by
considering the shape characteristics of text characters. The
method in [15] moves along the gradient direction to calculate
stoke width and finds texts using the assumption that stroke width
distances remain constant throughout a character, while non-text
components may not have constant stroke width distances.
However, the gradient direction may not always be inside a
character and can also be outside the character due to being
affected by the gray intensity of text and background. It is true
that there exists symmetry both inside-outside a stroke and interintra characters [16]. With this observation, we propose a new
symmetry feature which considers the gradient direction and the
inverse gradient direction in both the graphics text candidates and
the scene text candidates. We consider in this way potential text
candidates of graphics and scene texts can be well outputted. The
new symmetry is defined as follows.

(a) Input : Video sequence starting from t, t+1, t+2 to tn

(b) t and t+1 frames as input for the first iteration

(c) PGTC cluster-1 and PSTC cluster-1 of the first iteration

For each edge pixel #, we move along its gradient direction as
in [15] and inverse gradient direction until it meets other edge
pixels, say$/ ,$0 respectively. We then define the symmetry of
the center pixel#:

(d) Gray PGTC cluster-1 and t+2 frame as input for the 2nd iteration
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 is determined empirically to be 5.
(e) PGTC cluster-2 and PSTC cluster-2 after the 2nd iteration

Equation (1) calculates the distance between the center pixel
and the symmetry pixels, while equation (2) produces a symmetry
map containing the pixels from potential text candidates, which
satisfy equation (2) as shown in Fig. 4(a), where it is found that
most of the non-text pixels are eliminated from both PGTC and
PSTC. However, the symmetry alone may not remove all the nongraphics text pixels as we can see still non-graphics text
components in Fig. 4(a). We can also notice from Fig. 4(a) that
both the potential text candidates of PGTC and PSTC do not
provide complete text information. Therefore, we restore the

(f) Finally, PGTC cluster-18 and PSTC cluster-18 at the 18th
iteration
Fig. 2. Probable candidates of graphics and scene texts. Note
that we shade the background of the cluster results to make
visible

edge components corresponding to potential text candidates
from the Sobel edge image of the first input frame as shown in
Fig. 4(b). The boundary growing is used as stated in [6] to
segment text lines by referring again the Sobel edge image as
shown in Fig. 4(c), where it can be seen that the graphics and
the scene texts are well segmented. Fig 4(c) shows the output
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after false positive elimination. We p ropose to use the standard
deviation of gradient information and the ratio of horizontal and
vertical gradient information to eliminate the false positives.

First, we calculate the dominant stroke width distance for the
text block that is most frequency stroke width distance obtained
from the stroke width histogram. The stroke widths here are
obtained along gradient direction and inverse gradient direction as
discussed in Section B. Let the dominant stroke width be * .
Second, slide a *  * window 23 in the text blocks with step
size equals one pixel. Third, let 23 be the gray intensity matrix of
23 , .23 be the mean value for 23 , calculate the Eigen values
for ;231 5 .23 <  ;23 5 .23 < 4 ;23 5 .23 <  ;231 5 .23 < and let
-23 be the maximum Eigen value for window23 . For each%"* 
" text block, we get a set of Eigen values  6 8-23 
  %"* 4  5 *    " 4  5 *: . After sorting  from
small to large, normalizing to @A and eliminating the Eigen
values near zero, we plot a histogram  for these Eigen
valueswith 20 bins as the blue line graph shown in Fig. 5(c).
For each text block,  is calculated and fit with single
Gaussian curve (3) using MATLAB cftool toolbox.
(&&!(%)"% (%
>+ 5 .?0

C> ?
>+? 6 +# B5

. is the expectation, and are the parameters.
After fitting the histogram curve for with the Gaussian curve
as shown in Fig. 5(c), the expectation . is calculated. If the fitting
curve exists and . is in the first of the + axis, less than 4
(can be negative) in this situation, the text block is considered as a
scene text block. Otherwise, it is a graphics text block.

(a) Potential text candidates for PGTC and PSTC

(b) Edge components corresponding to Potential text candidates

(c)Outputs of boundary growing and false positive elimination for
potential text candidates of both graphics and scene text
Fig. 4.The text line segmentation: Note that we shade the background of
cluster results to make visible

C. Graphic and Scene Texts Classification
The previous section gives text lines of both graphics and
scene text in video. Since the method presented in Section B
works based on unsupervised k-means clustering, it is not sure
whether the method always classifies graphics text pixel into one
cluster and scene text pixel into another cluster because of text
movements and distortion effects. Therefore, we propose a
method to classify each segmented text line as either a graphics
text or a scene text correctly. Hence, in this section, we are
inspired by the work presented in [17] for text detection in video
images, where it is stated that Eigen values are useful for
differentiating text and non-text pixels. It is noted that usually
Eigen value represents the horizontal and vertical variance in gray
intensity level for each grid. In the same way, the global contrast
and clarity for text can also be measured by the Eigen value
distribution for classification. We propose Eigen values analysis
for the gray text lines that are classified by Section B. It is found
that low and high Eigen values do not contribute much for
graphics texts, while low Eigen values contributes much for scene
texts. This is valid because graphics texts generally have plain
background and uniform texts. On the other hand, scene texts
have unconstrained background and non-uniform colors. For
instance, we can notice from Fig. 5(a) that Eigen value enhances
text pixels and suppresses non-text pixels for the segmented
graphics text line. In addition, we can also see more Eigen values
contribute to sharpening texts. On the other hand, we can see the
Eigen image for the segmented scene text image shown in Fig.
5(b), where Eigen value enhances both the texts, as well as nontext due to unconstrained background. Thus, we get bell curves
for graphics text lines and non-bell curves for scene text lines as
shown in Fig. 5(c). The Eigen value estimation is done more
formally as follows.

(a) Segmented graphics text line and its Eigen image

(b) Segmented scene text line and its Eigen image

(c) The curves for graphics texts and for scene texts (blue for the

histogram curve, red for the fitted Gaussian curve)
Fig. 5. Eigen value analysis for studying distribution of text
pixels of both graphics and scene text

III.

Experimental Results

Since there is no benchmark dataset for classification of
graphics and scene text using temporal frames, we collect video
data comprising 500 video clips containing text, which includes
693 graphics and 586 scene texts. Each video clip may last less
than 2 seconds. These videos contain both graphics and scene text
of different scripts, orientation, contrast, resolution etc. The text
detection method is evaluated in terms of Recall (R), Precision (P)
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and F-measure (F) and Average Processing Time (APT). In order
to show that the proposed method is effective, the method is
compared with the existing algorithms [13] and [14]. The reasons
to choose these two existing algorithms are as follows. First, they
use temporal information for text detection. Second, their goal is
to detect text regions but not exact text lines fixed by closed
bounding boxes. However, the algorithms explore edge density,
similarity measures and stroke information to detect texts, while
the proposed method presents an iterative procedure to select the
number of frames and explores deviation estimation between
consecutive frames to classify text regions without any threshold.
We present the confusion matrix for classification of graphics and
scene text in Section III.B and the recognition rate to show that
how classification is effective in Section III. C.

results of Bouaziz et al. and Huang et al. methods. Fig. 6 shows
that the proposed method segments graphics and scene text lines
properly and separately, while the existing methods segment
graphics texts well but fail to segment scene texts. Fig. 6 also
shows that the proposed method is good for segmenting different
scripts. The quantitative results of the proposed and the existing
methods are reported in Table I, where the proposed method gives
high recall, precision and F-measure compared to the existing
methods. However, the proposed method requires more time for
text detection compared to the existing methods due to the
iterative clustering and Eigen value analysis. The main reason for
poor accuracy of the existing methods is that the methods use
threshold for finding the similarity between consecutive frames
based on edge density and binarization as these two are good for
graphics text but not for scene text which may not preserve
similarity and edge density. In addition, the methods may not
work well when the frame contains both graphics texts and scene
texts because of thresholds and the variations of texts. On the
other hand, the proposed method separates graphics and scene
text and then segment text lines and hence gives a better accuracy.

(a) Original frame
TABLE I.

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED AND EXISTING METHODS
FOR TEXT DETECTION (IN %)

Method

R

P

F

APT

Proposed Method

91

82

86

6 second

Bouaziz et al. [12]

45

56

49

4 second

Huang et al. [16]

67

60

63

1 second

(a). Sample graphics text classified by the proposed method

(b) Text line segmentation results by the proposed method

(c) Bouaziz et al. [13]

(b) Sample scene text classified by the proposed method
Fig. 7. Sample graphics and scene text blocks from our database

B. Experiments for Classification of Graphics and Scene
Texts
We choose 500 graphics text blocks and 400 scene text blocks
segmented by the method as the samples respectively shown in
Fig. 7 (a) and (b) to evaluate the classification method in terms of
the classification rate. It is observed from Fig. 7that the proposed
method classifies both graphics texts and scene texts correctly,
even text blocks are suffering from illumination, orientation,
different fonts, different contrast and different scripts. The
quantitative results of the classification method are reported in
Table II, where one can see the classification rate for scene texts
is somewhat higher than that of graphics texts because graphics
texts must satisfy a bell distribution, while scene texts do not.

(d) Huang et al. [14]

Fig. 6. Sample results of the proposed and the existing methods
for text segmentation

A. Experiments for Text Line Segmentation
Sample results of the proposed and the existing methods are
shown in Fig. 6, where (a) shows the first input frame containing
both graphic and scene texts, (b) shows the text line segmentation
results by the proposed method, (c) and (d) respectively show the
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Therefore, some of the graphics texts are classified as scene texts.
Thus, we can conclude that the proposed method is good for
classifying graphics texts and scene texts in video.
TABLE II.

detection and recognition. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work on classification of graphics texts and scene texts
by using temporal information. We are planning to extend this
method to solve the situation where both graphics and scene text
are moving arbitrarily.

CONFUSION MATRIX FOR CLASSIFICATION OF GRAPHICS AND
SCENE TEXT (IN%)

Type

Graphics text

Scene text

Graphics text

80.2

19.8

Scene text

17.5

82.5
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C. Validating classification by for Recognition

References

To show that the proposed method is effective and useful, we
evaluate classification in terms of recognition rate for the
classified graphics and scene texts before classification and after
classification. We implement two baseline thresholding
binarization methods [18, 19] and the video text binarization
method [20] to binarize the segmented text lines. Then we use
Tesseract (Google) OCR, which is freely available to calculate
character recognition rate. We calculate the recognition rates
before classification which accepts both graphics and scene text
as input and after classification which accepts graphics and scene
text separately. The recognition results before and after
classification of the binarization methods are reported in Table III.
Table III shows that all the three methods give good recognition
rates for graphics texts and before classification compared to
scene texts after classification. The method in [20] gives better
results than the other two methods because it is developed for
video text binarization, while the other two were developed for
scanned document images. It is clearly noticed from the
recognition rates of graphics texts in Table III that the presence of
scene texts in video causes the main reason to get a poor accuracy
for text recognition. Therefore, we can assert that the
classification of graphics and scene texts is essential and it
improves recognition rate.
TABLE III.

CHARACTER RECOGNITION OF THE BINARIZATION METHODS
BEFORE AND AFTER CLASSIFICATION (IN%)

Methods

Before classification
Graphics+Scene

After classification
Graphics
Scene

WGF[20]

67.6

82.3

49.6

Niblack[18]

52.4

71.5

29.1

Souvola[19]

27.3

38.0

14.4

IV. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a novel method for classifying graphics
and scene text in video. The method explores temporal
information in an iterative way to find probable graphics and
scene text candidates. The iterative process also helps in
identifying the exact number of frames automatically by
satisfying a converging criterion. The potential graphics and
scene text candidates are identified with the help of stroke width
symmetry of character components. The boundary growing
method is used to segment text lines. We further introduce Eigen
value analysis to study the graphics text pixel distribution and
scene text pixel distribution in order to discriminate graphic and
scene texts. Experimental results with the existing methods show
that the proposed method is effective and useful for both text
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